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Lost In Shangri La A True Story Of Survival Adventure
And The Most Incredible Rescue Mission Of World War
Ii
Profiling individual, legendary authors, best-selling author Jerry Hopkins
combines his research and his own experiences as a longtime expatriate with an
intimate knowledge of Asia and offers us a unique perspective on the impact of
Eastern culture in Western literature. From the time of Marco Polo's trek across
the Central Asian desert to the empire of the mighty Kahn, no other place on
earth, not the languid South Pacific or even deepest, darkest Africa has so
challenged and enchanted the Western imagination as have the fabled lands of
the East! However soaked in blood its history and no matter how unsettling its
social conditions and poverty, Asia has never lost its irresistible attraction or
mystic. It has long been an inspiration for Western novelists, so much so that
more than 5000 novels have been set in Asia in the English language alone.
Storied names like Rudyard Kipling, Joseph Conrad, Pearl S. Buck, George
Orwell, Graham Greene, E.M. Forster and many more have used their
experiences in Asia as a vibrant backdrop for some of the world's most famous
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works of literature.
The past is the key.Helena and the Legend have finally reached China, still one
Dragon tear short. She needs to meet a contact under the streets of
Guangzhou.Locate the Land of Immortals so she can rescue Tsang Mei.Find the
lost policeman and pull him from any danger he might have gotten himself
into.Locate her father if he is still alive.All while stopping the end of the world,
plotted by the Rakshasa from before the beginning of time.No pressure.Follow
Helena as she searches for Shangri-La and her father in the final Helena
Brandywine novel.
Loved the novel, but still hungry for more? Mitchell Zuckoff's Lost in Shangri-La
almost didn't see the light of day as he was researching for and writing an entirely
different book when he accidentally stumbled across the article whose content
would eventually usurp the writing of the book he was working on to become Lost
in Shangri-La. It's th.
The idea of a hidden refuge, a paradise far from the stresses of modern life, has
universal appeal. In 1932 the writer James Hilton coined the word 'Shangri-La' to
describe such a place, when he gave that name to a hidden valley in the
Himalayas in his novel LOST HORIZON. In THE SEARCH FOR SHANGRI-LA
acclaimed traveller and writer Charles Allen explores the myth behind the story.
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He tracks down the sources that Hilton drew upon in writing his popular romance,
and then sets out to discover what lies behind the legend that inspired him. In the
course of a lively and amusing account of his four journeys into Tibet, Allen also
gives us a controversial new reading of the country's early history, shattering our
notions of Tibet as a Buddhist paradise and restoring the mysterious preBuddhist religion of Bon to its rightful place in Tibetan culture. He also locates the
lost kingdom of Shang-shung and, in doing so, the original Shangri-La itself: in an
astounding gorge beyond the Himalayas, full of extraordinary ruins.
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
mom?????????????????????????
On May 13, 1945, twenty-four American servicemen and WACs boarded a
transport plane for a sightseeing trip over “Shangri-La,” a beautiful and
mysterious valley deep within the jungle-covered mountains of Dutch New
Guinea. Unlike the peaceful Tibetan monks of James Hilton’s bestselling novel
Lost Horizon, this Shangri-La was home to spear-carrying tribesmen, warriors
rumored to be cannibals. But the pleasure tour became an unforgettable battle
for survival when the plane crashed. Miraculously, three passengers pulled
through. Margaret Hastings, barefoot and burned, had no choice but to wear her
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dead best friend’s shoes. John McCollom, grieving the death of his twin brother
also aboard the plane, masked his grief with stoicism. Kenneth Decker, too, was
severely burned and suffered a gaping head wound. Emotionally devastated,
badly injured, and vulnerable to the hidden dangers of the jungle, the trio faced
certain death unless they left the crash site. Caught between man-eating
headhunters and enemy Japanese, the wounded passengers endured a
harrowing hike down the mountainside—a journey into the unknown that would
lead them straight into a primitive tribe of superstitious natives who had never
before seen a white man—or woman. Drawn from interviews, declassified U.S.
Army documents, personal photos and mementos, a survivor’s diary, a
rescuer’s journal, and original film footage, Lost in Shangri-La recounts this
incredible true-life adventure for the first time. Mitchell Zuckoff reveals how the
determined trio—dehydrated, sick, and in pain—traversed the dense jungle to find
help; how a brave band of paratroopers risked their own lives to save the
survivors; and how a cowboy colonel attempted a previously untested rescue
mission to get them out. By trekking into the New Guinea jungle, visiting remote
villages, and rediscovering the crash site, Zuckoff also captures the
contemporary natives’ remembrances of the long-ago day when strange
creatures fell from the sky. A riveting work of narrative nonfiction that vividly
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brings to life an odyssey at times terrifying, enlightening, and comic, Lost in
Shangri-La is a thrill ride from beginning to end.
An epic sequel to James Hilton's classic 1933 novel finds Hugh Conway back in
Tibet during China's Cultural Revolution, marshalling his forces to forestall a
Chinese general who is determined to plunder the riches of Shangri-La. By the
authors of Court of the Lion.
As seen in the New York Times and on Good Morning America-now updated by
the author. Imagine a diet that's as easy as "a spoonful of sugar" (or extra-light
olive oil) twice a day. A diet that actually reduces appetite and cravings. A diet
that's based on a wealth of scientific findings but is simple enough for anyone to
stick to. A diet with results that amaze almost everyone who tries it. Psychology
professor Seth Roberts asks a simple question most weight-loss experts haven't
thought to tackle: What makes people hungry? Based on a new understanding of
how the human body regulates hunger, The Shangri-La Diet presents a strikingly
simple and surprisingly effective way to lose weight-without giving up favorite
foods. Simple and counterintuitive, this extraordinary new diet is changing the
way the world thinks about weight loss-one success story at a time.
Award winning Photographer Barry Lewis has, for more than a decade, captured the very
essence of the Glastonbury experience. From Lost Vagueness, to Shangri-La, Barry's
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photography is a celebration of the more eccentric, colourful, weird and wonderful side of the
iconic festival.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Lost in Shangri-La: A True Story of
Survival, Adventure, and the Most Incredible Rescue Mission of World War II." Don't say we
didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy.
Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled
flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get
pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
A New York Times bestseller, the extraordinary World War II mission to rescue survivors of a
U.S. military plane crash in an isolated corner of the South Pacific, and the ancient indigenous
tribe members that aided those stranded on the ground in this "Shangri-La." Award-winning
former Boston Globe reporter Mitchell Zuckoffunleashes the exhilarating, untold story of an
extraordinary World War IIrescue mission, where a plane crash in the South Pacific plunged a
trio of U.S.military personnel into a land that time forgot. Fans of Hampton Sides’ Ghost
Soldiers, Marcus Luttrell’s Lone Survivor, and David Grann’s The Lost Cityof Z will be
captivated by Zuckoff’s masterfullyrecounted, all-true story of danger, daring, determination,
and discovery injungle-clad New Guinea during the final days of WWII.
When a cargo plane goes missing over the Greenland ice cap in November 1942, a B-17 is
dispatched on a perilous search-and-rescue mission that ends in disaster when the plane
crashes into a fogged-out glacier. Almost three weeks later, the U.S. Coast Guard learns that
contact has been made with the B-17 crew, who are taking refuge in the plane's broken tail.
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The Coast Guard begins rescue efforts, successfully extracting two of the B-17 survivors and
promising to return for the rest. But as the brutal winter ravages the savage Arctic wilderness,
the odds of saving the remaining men rapidly diminish. Out of options, they have no choice but
to try and survive alone on the ice cap. Into this narrative of endurance against all odds,
bestselling author Mitchell Zuckoff weaves a breathtaking account of his 2012 journey with a
private crew to recover the wreckage of the crashes and the bodies of the victims entombed in
the ice, finally piecing together this epic tale of adventure, resilience, and courage.
Years in the making, this spellbinding, heartbreaking, and ultimately uplifting narrative is an
unforgettable portrait of 9/11 This is a 9/11 book like no other. Masterfully weaving together
multiple strands of the events in New York, at the Pentagon, and in Shanksville, Pennsylvania,
Fall and Rise is a mesmerizing, minute-by-minute account of that terrible day. In the days and
months after 9/11, Mitchell Zuckoff, then a reporter for the Boston Globe, wrote about the
attacks, the victims, and their families. After further years of meticulous reporting, Zuckoff has
filled Fall and Rise with voices of the lost and the saved. The result is an utterly gripping book,
filled with intimate stories of people most affected by the events of that sunny Tuesday in
September: an out-of-work actor stuck in an elevator in the North Tower of the World Trade
Center; the heroes aboard Flight 93 deciding to take action; a veteran trapped in the inferno in
the Pentagon; the fire chief among the first on the scene in sleepy Shanksville; a team of
firefighters racing to save an injured woman and themselves; and the men, women, and
children flying across country to see loved ones or for work who suddenly faced terrorists bent
on murder. Fall and Rise will open new avenues of understanding for everyone who thinks they
know the story of 9/11, bringing to life--and in some cases, bringing back to life--the
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extraordinary ordinary people who experienced the worst day in modern American history.
Destined to be a classic, Fall and Rise will move, shock, inspire, and fill hearts with love and
admiration for the human spirit as it triumphs in the face of horrifying events.
In Rewriting Shangri-La, Heidi Swank examines the differing histories of migration and exile
through the lens of everyday literacies.
In an era before affordable travel, National Geographic not only served as the first glimpse of
countless other worlds for its readers, but it helped them confront sweeping historical change.
There was a time when its cover, with the unmistakable yellow frame, seemed to be on every
coffee table, in every waiting room. In American Iconographic, Stephanie L. Hawkins traces
National Geographic’s rise to cultural prominence, from its first publication of nude
photographs in 1896 to the 1950s, when the magazine’s trademark visual and textual motifs
found their way into cartoon caricature, popular novels, and film trading on the "romance" of
the magazine’s distinctive visual fare. National Geographic transformed local color into global
culture through its production and circulation of readily identifiable cultural icons. The
adventurer-photographer, the exotic woman of color, and the intrepid explorer were part of the
magazine’s "institutional aesthetic," a visual and textual repertoire that drew upon popular
nineteenth-century literary and cultural traditions. This aesthetic encouraged readers to identify
themselves as members not only in an elite society but, paradoxically, as both Americans and
global citizens. More than a window on the world, National Geographic presented a window on
American cultural attitudes and drew forth a variety of complex responses to social and
historical changes brought about by immigration, the Great Depression, and world war.
Drawing on the National Geographic Society’s archive of readers’ letters and its founders’
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correspondence, Hawkins reveals how the magazine’s participation in the "culture industry"
was not so straightforward as scholars have assumed. Letters from the magazine’s earliest
readers offer an important intervention in this narrative of passive spectatorship, revealing how
readers resisted and revised National Geographic’s authority. Its photographs and articles
celebrated American self-reliance and imperialist expansion abroad, but its readers were highly
aware of these representational strategies, and alert to inconsistencies between the
magazine’s editorial vision and its photographs and text. Hawkins also illustrates how the
magazine actually encouraged readers to question Western values and identify with those
beyond the nation’s borders. Chapters devoted to the magazine’s practice of photographing
its photographers on assignment and to its genre of husband-wife adventurers reveal a more
enlightened National Geographic invested in a cosmopolitan vision of a global human family. A
fascinating narrative of how a cultural institution can influence and embody public attitudes, this
book is the definitive account of an iconic magazine’s unique place in the American
imagination.
To the Western imagination, Tibet evokes exoticism, mysticism, and wonder: a fabled land
removed from the grinding onslaught of modernity, spiritually endowed with all that the West
has lost. Originally published in 1998, Prisoners of Shangri-La provided the first cultural history
of the strange encounter between Tibetan Buddhism and the West. Donald Lopez reveals here
fanciful misconceptions of Tibetan life and religion. He examines, among much else, the
politics of the term “Lamaism,” a pejorative synonym for Tibetan Buddhism; the various
theosophical, psychedelic, and New Age purposes served by the so-called Tibetan Book of the
Dead; and the unexpected history of the most famous of all Tibetan mantras, om mani padme
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hum. More than pop-culture anomalies, these versions of Tibet are often embedded in
scholarly sources, constituting an odd union of the popular and the academic, of fancy and
fact. Upon its original publication, Prisoners of Shangri-La sent shockwaves through the field of
Tibetan studies—hailed as a timely, provocative, and courageous critique. Twenty years hence,
the situation in Tibet has only grown more troubled and complex—with the unrest of 2008, the
demolition of the dwellings of thousands of monks and nuns at Larung Gar in 2016, and the
scores of self-immolations committed by Tibetans to protest the Dalai Lama’s exile. In his new
preface to this anniversary edition, Lopez returns to the metaphors of prison and paradise to
illuminate the state of Tibetan Buddhism—both in exile and in Tibet—as monks and nuns still
seek to find a way home. Prisoners of Shangri-La remains a timely and vital inquiry into
Western fantasies of Tibet.
A snapshot in time. After thousands of hours of research and data entry over a 35-year period,
the information on the disposition of some 25,000 US Navy, US Marine Corps and US Coast
Guard aircraft needs to be published. These aircraft mainly represent those built and lost
during World War II - between 7 December 1941 and 15 August 1945 - but this book also
contains aircraft built before WWII that were lost during WWII or disposed of after WWII (lost
during the Korean War, lost on training exercises, sold to private investors, currently located in
museums and even some still proudly sitting as "gate guards" across the US, etc.).
A dramatic and carefully detailed account of one family's journey through the maze of genetic
counseling, medical technology, and disability rights; destined to become required reading for
anyone touched by any of these issues.
Appealing to the adventure traveler or armchair reader who simply wishes to browse and
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dream, this guide promises to lead them into the glorious reality and breathtaking landscapes
of the Himalayas.
The Book Unravels The Glorious Past Of Kashmir, Discussing Its Importance As The Centre
Of Sanskrit Learning In The Bygone Eras. It Highlights The Region S Achievements In Music,
Dance, Drama, Sculpture, Language And Literature, And Philosophy Marked By The Artistic
And Literary Contributions Of Jayaditta, Bhatta, Jayadhara, Pingala And Abhinavagupta, And
Many Others.
Discusses both depictions of Buddhism in film and Buddhist takes on a variety of films. In
1989, the same year the Dalai Lama was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, a decade-long
boom of films dedicated to Buddhist people, history, and culture began. Offering the first
scholarly treatment of Buddhism and cinema, the editors advise that there are two kinds of
Buddhist film: those that are about Buddhists and those that are not. Focusing on
contemporary American offerings, the contributors extend a two-pronged approach, discussing
how Buddhism has been captured by directors and presenting Buddhist-oriented critiques of
the worlds represented in films that would seem to have no connection with Buddhism. Films
discussed range from those set in Tibet, such as Kundun and Lost Horizon, to those set well
outside of any Buddhist milieu, such as Groundhog Day and The Matrix. The contributors
explain the Buddhist theoretical concepts that emerge in these works, including karma, the
bardo, and reincarnation, and consider them in relation to interpretive strategies that include
feminism, postcolonialism, and contemplative psychological approaches.
?????????????? ???????????? ??????????27?????????????????????????????????????
???……? ????????????????????37?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Myth????
Travel Art 2019: Ravages of Time & Permanence of Wonder by Dave Alber. Enter the Art
Experience! Introducing Hybrid VR Paintings… physical/virtual hybrid paintings that occupy
physical gallery space while simultaneously manifesting within the virtual world of 360°
panoramic technology. Travel Art 2019: Ravages of Time & Permanence of Wonder features: •
Illustration & Comics • Impasto Oil Paintings • Travel Art & Travel Writing • Hybrid VR
Paintings ™ Travel Art 2019: Ravages of Time & Permanence of Wonder traces an artist’s
trajectory from comic art and travel illustration to impasto oil painting and Hybrid VR Paintings
™. Visual journalism and Travel Art represent images from seven countries across three
continents. Travel Writing explores Asian food culture, contemporary architecture, and a
traveler’s literary pilgrimage to the real Shangri-La. Travel with me to China, India, Nepal,
Indonesia, Kenya, Ethiopia, the United States, and on into the virtual world. Dave Alber creates
Travel Art and Travel Writing. His Travel Art shares an experience of wonder at our cultural
continuity and universal humanity. Dave is known for his impasto oil paintings and for being the
inventor of Hybrid VR Paintings ™. Dave’s books include: • Travel Art & Travel Writing: A
Curious Heart’s Wanderlust in China, • Travel Art 2018: Intimations, • The Heart of Myth:
Wisdom Stories of Endangered People, • The Taotie Image in Chinese Art, Culture, and
Cosmology.
Draws on the perspectives of family members, colleagues, and actors to assess the director's
life and artistic achievements, discussing such topics as his womanizing reputation, his heart
transplant, and the creation of his films.
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An utterly gripping nonfiction adventure narrative, Lost in Shangri-La is an untold true
story of war, survival, discovery, heroism, and a near-impossible rescue mission. Three
months before the end of World War II, a U.S. Army plane flying over New Guinea
crashed in uncharted mountains inhabited by a Stone Age tribe. Nineteen passengers
and crew were killed and two were mortally wounded. But somehow three survived: a
lieutenant whose twin brother died in the crash, a sergeant who suffered terrible head
wounds, and a beautiful member of the Women's Army Corps. Hurt, unarmed and
afraid, they prayed for deliverance - from their wounds, from the elements, and from the
spear-carrying, Dani tribesmen who roamed the mountains, men who were untouched
by modernity. For seven weeks, the survivors experienced one remarkable adventure
after another, until they were rescued in a truly incredible mission. Using a huge range
of sources, including first hand accounts from the survivors themselves, Mitchell Zukoff
exposes the enlightening and terrifying adventure of three individuals lost on unknown
soil and the relationships they built not only with each other, but also with a lost
civilization.
Lost Horizon is a 1933 novel by English writer James Hilton. It is best remembered as
the origin of Shangri-La, a fictional utopian lamasery high in the mountains of Tibet.
Hugh Conway, a veteran member of the British diplomatic service, finds inner peace,
love, and a sense of purpose in Shangri-La, whose inhabitants enjoy unheard-of
longevity. Among the book's themes is an allusion to the possibility of another
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cataclysmic world war brewing, as indeed it was at the time. It is said to have been
inspired at least in part by accounts of travels in Tibetan borderlands, published in the
National Geographic by the explorer and botanist Joseph Rock. The remote
communities he visited, such as Muli, show many similarities to the fictional Shangri-La.
One such town, Zhongdian, has now officially renamed itself as Shangri La (Chinese:
Xianggelila) because of its claim to be the inspiration for the novel. The book explicitly
notes that having made war on the ground man would now fill the skies with death, and
that all precious things were in danger of being lost, like the lost histories of Rome
("Lost books of Livy"). It was hoped that overlooked by the violent, Shangri-la would
preserve them and reveal them later to a receptive world exhausted by war. That was
the real purpose of the Lamasary; study, inner peace and long life were a side benefit
to living there. Conway is a veteran of the trench warfare of WWI, with the emotional
state frequently cited after that war--a sense of emotional exhaustion or accelerated
emotional aging. This harmonizes with the existing residents of the lamasary and he is
strongly attracted to life at Shangri-La. (wikipedia.org)
Based on the legend of the the hidden realm of Shangri La and it's formula for happy
living, Author Acharya Sri Khadi Madama creates a metaphor in this interactive journey
which helps those in challenging times to find understanding and solutions not
previously considered. The book is part Stress Relief, using the theme of James
Hilton's famous novel Lost Horizon, and how it's characters reflect our own
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personalities in managing difficult terrain and life situations. It is also part adventure,
where the author uses the classic movie theme to overlay a sense of inspiring awe into
daily life, based on the author's own personal belief that a gold standard of living exists
for those who follow the "Steppes" derived from the ancient seers of this mystical
region. She also shares a few pages of her own personal "Shangri La Quest Diary" at
the end of the book just for fun. Believe.......
Since the 19th century, Westerners have laid siege to the Tsangpo Gorge in Tibet. The
colonial British saw it as a strategic prize, 1920's botanist Frank Kingdon-Ward saw it
as a geographical puzzle to solve and Oxford educated American Tibet scholar Ian
Baker (discoverer of the hidden waterfall in the 1990s) saw it as a hidden Buddhist
realm. More recently kayakers have seen the rapids as the last great whitewater
challenge. They paid with their lives. For all, the reality was unimportant. All heaped
their own perceptions on the mythology that had come before. This title combines
adventure, travel, history and myth to tell the story of the search for the hidden falls of
Shangri-la.
Lost in Shangri-LaEscape from a Hidden World : a True StoryHarperCollins Publishers
Today’s business leaders operate in an increasingly harsh environment. Uncertainty in
the economy causes paralysis. Quarterly goals drive short-term and shortsighted
decisions. Workforce mobility kills loyalty. Iconic products decline as fast as start-ups
create new categories. And the pressure to do more with less, combined with the
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multiplicity of available marketing tools and technology, can be overwhelming. Now
more than ever, brands and the people who lead them need clarity and guidance. The
good news is that people have found ways to thrive in harsh environments for millennia.
Author Jonathan David Lewis, combining the lessons of group survival dynamics with
more than a decade of proprietary research into the factors that cause companies to
lose their way, shows leaders how to thrive in unforgiving business environments by
learning to: Focus on navigating risk instead of trying to measure or reduce it. Cultivate
your brand’s will to live by staying positive and asking the most important question: Are
you worth it? Read the brand signs by observing the market, keeping an eye on
performance measures, engaging your team, and listening to your gut. Develop a
concept of "mission" to ensure internal alignment and reduce friction. Act with urgency
rather than waiting for the right circumstance. Brand vs. Wild helps readers understand
the wilderness in which they find their companies and identify the specific steps they
must take to thrive in the Brand Wilderness. There is hope in a harsh business world.
And Brand vs. Wild is it.
It was a time when anything seemed possible–instant wealth, glittering fame, fabulous
luxury–and for a run of magical weeks in the spring and summer of 1920, Charles Ponzi
made it all come true. Promising to double investors’ money in three months, the
dapper, charming Ponzi raised the “rob Peter to pay Paul” scam to an art form. At the
peak of his success, Ponzi was raking in more than $2 million a week at his office in
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downtown Boston. Then his house of cards came crashing down–thanks in large part to
the relentless investigative reporting of Richard Grozier’s Boston Post. A classic
American tale of immigrant life and the dream of success, Ponzi’s Scheme is the
amazing story of the magnetic scoundrel who launched the most successful scheme of
financial alchemy in modern history.
????????????“????”????????????????????,?????????,?????????????????????????
'He's got no one else...and nowhere else to go. After all those years, he's found his son
and you've found your father. Doesn't that mean anything to you?' Cessie has never
seen her grandfather, not even in photos, until the day he turned up on the doorstep out
of nowhere...The old man has a stroke. He recovers, but he has lost his memory.
Popsicle is impossible to live with - moody, forgetful, clumsy. Only Cessie loves him
and believes in him. So when he is sent off to Shangri-La, an old people's home, she is
determined to help him escape and to unravel the truth of his past. A past that comes to
him only in glimpses - a lifeboat, a tin of condensed milk, and a terrifying night on the
beaches of Dunkirk in World War II...Gradually, Popsicle recovers his memory and, with
Cessie's help, realises a dream by taking the residents of Shangri-La on an
adventurous journey across the channel in his lifeboat. When they return to the port,
Popsicle and his son, Cessie's father, are finally reconciled.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????“????
”??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE -- IN THEATERS JANUARY 2016 The
harrowing, true account from the brave men on the ground who fought back during the
Battle of Benghazi. 13 HOURS presents, for the first time ever, the true account of the
events of September 11, 2012, when terrorists attacked the US State Department
Special Mission Compound and a nearby CIA station called the Annex in Benghazi,
Libya. A team of six American security operators fought to repel the attackers and
protect the Americans stationed there. Those men went beyond the call of duty,
performing extraordinary acts of courage and heroism, to avert tragedy on a much
larger scale. This is their personal account, never before told, of what happened during
the thirteen hours of that now-infamous attack. 13 HOURS sets the record straight on
what happened during a night that has been shrouded in mystery and controversy.
Written by New York Times bestselling author Mitchell Zuckoff, this riveting book takes
readers into the action-packed story of heroes who laid their lives on the line for one
another, for their countrymen, and for their country. 13 HOURS is a stunning, eyeopening, and intense book--but most importantly, it is the truth. The story of what
happened to these men--and what they accomplished--is unforgettable.
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